XCZ-150-LCDR 1.5" COMMERCIAL - TWO CONTROL ZONE KITS IN JUMBO VALVE BOX

1. CONNECTION TO MAINLINE
2. 1 1/2" PESB-R VALVE (INCLUDED IN XCZ-150-LCDR KIT)
3. 30-INCH LINEAR LENGTH OF WIRE, COILED
4. 1 1/2" SCH 40 ADAPTER (INCLUDED IN XCZ-150-LCDR KIT)
5. 1 1/2" FILTER - RAIN BIRD LARGE CAPACITY DISC FILTER (INCLUDED IN XCZ-150-LCDR KIT)
6. 1 1/2" HIGH FLOW PRESSURE REGULATOR (INCLUDED IN XCZ-150-LCDR KIT)
7. USE TWO(2) OF THREE(3) OPENINGS ON SHORT SIDE OF VALVE BOX FOR THE LATERAL LINES OUT OF THE BOX
8. TOP OF RAIN BIRD VALVE BOX
9. JUMBO VALVE BOX WITH PURPLE COVER: RAIN BIRD VBMBPL
10. BASE OF RAIN BIRD VALVE BOX